Automatically Fold, Insert and Seal Your Outgoing Mail. Today, more than ever, it is important to work smarter to stay ahead. If you are currently hand folding and stuffing envelopes, the SI1000 desktop folder inserter is the solution for you. Prepare your outgoing mail fast, efficiently, and hassle-free without leaving your desk!
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Automatic Stations:
Up to 3 Feeders: Fold and insert
1 Feeder: For inserts
1 Feeder: For envelopes

Paper Specifications:
Width: 8.5"
Length: Either 11" or 14"
Weight: 20-24 lb. stock, non-glossy

Insert Specifications:
Width: 5" min. to 8-7/8" max.
Height: 3-3/8" min. to 4-1/2" max.
Weight: 20-53 lb. stock

Envelope Size:
#10 only, standard or window

Folding Capability:
Speed: Up to 900 pieces per hour
Type: C fold for 8.5" x 11"; Double fold for 8.5" x 14"

Operation Modes:
Fold and insert
Fold only
Insert only
Selectable seal or no seal

Special Functions:
Double Document Detection
Resettable Mail Piece Counter

Options:
Convenience sheet feeder tray for semi-automatic feeding of mail.
(Up to 3 sheets of 20 lb. paper)

Physical Characteristics:
Dimensions: 17.5"W x 20.5"L x 14.5"H (width w/o catch tray 30")
Weight: 38 lbs.
Power: 110 Vac, 60 Hz
Certification: UL approved

Specifications subject to change without notice.

DETAILS

The SI1000 is the smart, affordable solution for preparing your outgoing mail. Automatically fold, insert and seal up to 900 pieces per hour into a #10 standard or window envelope.

1. Maximize Your Time & Mailing Efforts
In-house mail production will become a simple, trouble-free process with the SI1000 desktop folder and inserter. No more worrying about meeting tight mailing deadlines! You will be able to count on a more professional, securely sealed mail piece every time.

2. Envelope Feed Options
Adjustable size guides allow the feeder to accommodate different media including reply cards, inserts and return envelopes. The envelope feeder is fast and easy to set up. You can even load it while it’s running!

3. Handles a Wide Variety of Documents
Fold and insert documents including invoices, flyers, statements, order forms, letters, price lists, literature, newsletters, even pre-stapled sheets. Produces either C-folded 8.5" x 11" documents or 8.5" x 14" double folded documents.

4. Easy to Use Control Panel
LCD panel clearly displays prompts and operation modes. Choose from 3 operation modes: fold and insert, fold only, seal or no seal.

5. Special Features
Double document detection, resettable mail piece counter and its unique “trial piece” button makes sure your job comes out correctly.

Ask about Secap’s complete line of mailstream solutions:

Available from your authorized and certified Secap dealer.

Contact the dealer above or call 800.523.0320 for a Secap dealer near you.
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